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Abstra t
This paper presents a residual approa h of the square root balan ed trun ation
algorithm for model order redu tion of ontinuous, linear and time-invariante ompartmental systems. Spe i ally, the new approa h uses a residual method to
approximate the ontrollability and observability gramians, whose resolution is an
essential step of the square root balan ed trun ation algorithm, that requires a
great omputational ost. Numeri al experien es are in luded to highlight the ef a y of the proposed approa h.
Keywords:

Model redu tion, Lyapunov equation, ompartmental systems.

1 Introdu tion
The problem we fa e is model order redu tion of linear and time-invariant
ompartmental systems dened by the state equations
(
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
G:
(1)
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t),
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where x ∈ Rn , u ∈ Rm , and y ∈ Rp are the state, input and output ve tors
respe tively, B ∈ Rn×m , C ∈ Rp×n , D ∈ Rp×m , and A = (aij ) P
is a ompartmental matrix, this means that aii < 0, aij > 0 (i 6= j ), and ni=1 aij ≤ 0,
for i, j = 1, . . . , n. The linear ompartmental systems arise in the study
of dynami al systems in whi h the state of variables quantities are physially meaningful only if they are non-negative or stri tly positive. Examples
of this systems are mass balan e, e onomi models, population dynami s,
among others [1℄.
The basi problem of model redu tion is as follows: Given a nth order
system (1), one wishes to nd a redu ed order system

 ( ˙
x̂(t) = Âx̂(t) + B̂u(t)
Â B̂
Ĝ =
(2)
:
Ĉ D̂
ŷ(t) = Ĉ x̂(t) + D̂u(t),
where Â ∈ Rr×r , B̂ ∈ Rr×m , Ĉ ∈ Rp×r , D̂ = D , with r ≪ n su h that the
following properties are satised:
1. The behavior of the redu ed order system Ĝ is su iently lose to the
original system G. This means, if using the same input u(t) for both
systems, ŷ(t) should be lose to y(t), that is to say, ky(t) − ŷ(t)k is
small for a ertain norm k · k.
2. System properties, like stability, passivity, are preserved.
3. The pro edure is omputationally e ient.
Among the model redu tion methods are: Modal trun ation [2℄, Padé
approximations [3, 4℄, Redu tion / Subtra tion-Guyan [5℄, Krylov subspa e
methods [6, 7, 8℄, balan ed trun ation [9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄, among others. The
balan ed trun ation method preserves stability [14℄ and provides a bound
on the approximation error [15℄, i.e. satises 1. and 2. above. For smallto-medium s ale problems, balan ed trun ation method an be implemented
e iently. However, for large-s ale settings, exa t balan ing is expensive
to implement be ause it requires dense matrix fa torizations and results in
a omputational omplexity of O(n3 ) and a storage requirement of O(n2 );
hen e do not satisfy 3. above.
In this work we present a residual approa h of balan ed trun ation for
the model order redu tion of the system (1), in order to satisfy 3. above.
Spe i ally, we use ra lyap method (Residual Algorithm for the Lyapunov
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Equation) introdu ed in [16℄ for solving two Lyapunov equations, whi h solutions are alled ontrollability and observability gramians and are essential
in the square root balan ed trun ation algorithm (SRBT) [11℄. The ra lyap
method is a residual algorithm of low storage memory that does not requires
of large matrix fa torizations. Su h hara teristi s may be attra tive when
the system (1) is su iently sparse (as is the ase of the ompartmental systems). In essen e, ra lyap is a variation and extension of iterative s hemes
for solving nonlinear systems of equations presented and analyzed in [17℄ and
[18℄.
The SRBT algorithm, in addition to the Lyapunov equations, also require
solving a pair of Cholesky fa torizations and a SVD of a ertain matrix of
order n. It is well-known that the omputing Cholesky fa torization or the
SVD requires a signi ant numeri al linear algebra omputational ost, but
solving a n × n Lyapunov equation is equivalent to solving a standard linear
system with n2 unknowns, whi h has a great omputational ost and requires
a high storage memory. Thus, by the hara teristi s of ra lyap given above,
its use to nd the gramians ould improve the performan e of the SRBT
algorithm, in terms of storage memory and CPU time.
The preliminary numeri al results show that the new approa h performs
e iently for the model order redu tion of linear and time-invariant ompartmental systems. Moreover, we note that the CPU time required to ompute
the Cholesky fa torization or the SVD is signi antly less than the time of
resolution of the Lyapunov equations. We annot guarantee that this fa t
always happen for any linear and time-invariant system, but we believe that
it is true for linear and time-invariant ompartmental systems, whose veriation is an open problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 shows a basi des ription of the square root balan ed trun ation algorithm. Se tion 3
des ribes the ra lyap method and presents the residual approa h of the
square root balan ed trun ation algorithm. Compartmental systems examples are in luded in Se tion 4 to illustrate the performan e of the approa h
presented. In Se tion 5 some nal remarks are in luded.
Finally, we explain some terminology and x the notation used throughout the paper. The Eu lidean spa e of the matri es Rn×n is equipped with
the Frobenius inner produ t and the
Frobenius norm, given by
p indu ed p
T
hZ, W i = trace(Z W ), and kZkF = hZ, Zi = trace(Z T Z), respe tively.
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2 Square Root Balan ed Trun ation Algorithm
The goal of this se tion is to give a basi des ription of the SRBT algorithm.
Consider the notation


A B
G=
C D
alled the state spa e representation for G. As mentioned above, the basi
problem of model redu tion is nd a redu ed order system (2), with r ≪ n
su h that the behavior of the redu ed order system Ĝ is su iently lose to
the original system G. A method ommonly used for nd a redu ed order
system is the balan ed trun ation. The balan ed trun ation is based on
trun ating the state spa e transformations with a nonsingular appli ation of
the form
 
 
 


 −1

B1
A11 A12
−1
T AT T B
A B
B2  ,
T :
→
=  A21 A22 
C D
CT
D̂
C1 C2
D

where T ∈ Rn×n is any invertible matrix, and the matri es of the redu ed
model are dened as: Â = A11 , B̂ = B1 , Ĉ = C1 , and D̂ = D . The transformation T balan es the ontrollability gramian Wc , and the observability
gramian Wo , whi h are the solutions of the Lyapunov equations of the form:

AWc + Wc AT + BB T = 0,

(3)

AT Wo + Wo A + C T C = 0.

(4)

The most ommon method to nd the transformation T is the square
root method rst proposed in [11℄. First nd the Cholesky fa torizations of
the gramians:
Wc = LTc Lc ,
Wo = LTo Lo ,
where the matri es Lc and Lo are upper triangular, and always exist sin e
the gramians are positive semi-denite. Next ompute a singular value deomposition (SVD):
LTc Lo = UΣV T ,
where U , V are orthogonal matri es and Σ is a diagonal matrix. The following
step is to form the matrix T whi h requires the system to be ontrollable
and observable, that is, Wc and Wo must be positive semi-denites. This is
guaranteed when A is a stable matrix, that is, when all eigenvalues of A have
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negative real part. Therefore, if A is a stable matrix, then Wc and Wo are
both positive semi-denite and T is dened as

T = Lc UΣ−1/2 ,

T −1 = Σ−1/2 V T LTo .

Now, it is ne essary to trun ate the original system to dene an error
bound for the balan ed trun ation. For a system G with Hankel singular
values (σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σn ), whi h are the square roots of the eigenvalues
of Wc Wo , the approximation error for a balan ed trun ation redu ed order
model of order r , Ĝ, satises the inequality

2(σr+1 + · · · + σn ) ≥ kG − ĜkH∞ ≥ σr+1 ,
where k · kH∞ is alled H∞ -norm. This way, balan ed trun ation performs a
trun ating of the states orresponding to the n − r smallest Hankel singular
values from a balan ed realization (see [19℄ and [20℄ for details) and ompute
the redu ed order system (2). Algorithm 2.1 shows the square root balan ed
trun ation algorithm.
Algorithm 2.1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

7:

(Square root balan ed trun ation algorithm)

Solve the Lyapunov equations (3) and (4).
Compute Cholesky fa torizations: Wc = Lc LTc , Wo = Lo LTo .
Compute SVD: LTc Lo = UΣV T .
Form the balan ing transformation: T = Lc UΣ−1/2 , T −1 = Σ−1/2 V T LTo .
Form the balan ed realization transformations as: A = T −1 AT , B =
T −1 B , and C = CT .
Sele t the redu ed model order r so that






A11 A12
B1
, B=
, C = C1 C2 , D = D,
A=
A21 A22
B2

where A11 ∈ Rr×r , B1 ∈ Rr×m , C1 ∈ Rp×r .
Trun ate the transformed system to obtain the redu ed system Ĝ with
Â = A11 , B̂ = B1 , Ĉ = C1 , and D̂ = D .

Remark 2.1. It is noteworthy that the SRBT algorithm in [3℄, among other
balan ed trun ation methods based on Lyapunov equations, uses the BartelsStewart method [21℄ for solving su h equations. The Bartels-Stewart method
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is a dire t method that uses the S hur fa torization of the matrix A to transform the equation AX + XAT = Q into a triangular Lyapunov equation (see
[21℄ for details).

3 Residual Approa h for Balan ed Trun ation
In this se tion we present the residual approa h of the square root balan ed
trun ation algorithm, for model order redu tion of ontinuous, linear and
time-invariante ompartmental systems. We begin by des ribing ra lyap
method [16℄ for solving Lyapunov matri ial equations of the form

MX + XM T + Q = 0,

(5)

where M ∈ Rn×n , Q ∈ Rn×n , and X is the unknown matrix in Rn×n .
In order to des ribe the ra lyap method, we rst need to write (5) as a
map F : Rn×n → Rn×n , namely

F (X) = MX + XM T + Q.

(6)

The main idea of ra lyap method is to generate iterates, from an initial
point X0 ∈ Rn×n given, using the residual F (X) as sear h dire tion and
omputing a step-lenght to guarantee the onvergen e. In other words, from
X0 ∈ Rn×n we obtain the iterate Xk+1 as

Xk+1 = Xk − λk αk F (Xk ),

for k ≥ 0,

where λk > 0 is the step-length, −αk F (Xk ) is the sear h dire tion, and αk
is the well-known spe tral oe ient whi h is losely related to the BarzilaiBorwein hoi e of step-length [22℄ and it is generally dened as

αk =

hSk−1, Sk−1 i
,
hSk−1, Yk−1i

where Sk−1 = Xk − Xk−1, and Yk−1 = F (Xk−1 ) − F (Xk ). The detailed
des ription of ra lyap method is shown formally in Algorithm 3.1.
The following proposition shows some properties of the sequen es {Xk }
and {αk } generated by ra lyap method. Proposition 3.1 orrespond to
Proposition 3.2 from [16℄.
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Algorithm 3.1

(ra lyap method)

X0 ∈ Rn×n , γ, σ, ρ ∈ (0, 1), 0 < αmax < ∞, 0 < α0 < αmax , an
integer k0 ≥ 0.
F0 = MX0 + X0 M T + Q;
k ← 0;
while kFk kF > 0 do
Dene Sk = −αk Fk ;
Gk = MSk + Sk M T ;
Set λ ← 1;
if k > k0 then
while kFk + λGk k2F > kFk k2F + ρk−k0 − γλ2 αk2 kFk k2F do
Set λ ← σλ;

Require:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

end while
end if

Dene λk = λ, Xk+1 = Xk + λk Sk , Fk+1 = Fk + λk Gk ;
Dene αk+1 = min αmax , αk2 kFk k2F /hSk , Gk i ;
Set k ← k + 1;

15: end while

Assume that the symmetri part of M is positive (negative) denite. Let {Xk } and {αk } be the sequen es generated by ra lyap
method. Then the following hold, for k ≥ 0:

Proposition 3.1.

Xk+1 = Xk + λk Sk ,
Fk+1 = Fk + λk Gk ,

αk+1 = min αmax , αk2 kFk k2F /hSk , Gk i ,

where Fk = F (Xk ), Sk = −αk Fk , Gk = MSk + Sk M T , and the mapping
F (X) is given by (6).
In order to guarantee global onvergen e, from any initial guess, the steplength λk ∈ (0, 1] is hosen su h that it satises the following inequality, alled
linear sear h,

kFk+1k2F ≤ kFk k2F + ρk−k0 − γλ2k αk2 kFk k2F .
This globalization strategy is similar to the proposition presented in [18℄
with some variations. As in [18℄, the linear sear h also requires some given
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parameters: γ, σ, ρ ∈ (0, 1), 0 < αmax < ∞, 0 < α0 < αmax , and an integer
k0 ≥ 0.
Theorem 3.1 orrespond to Theorem 3.1 from [16℄ and it establishes the
onvergen e of Algorithm 3.1.

Let F be the mapping dened by (6). Assume that the symmetri part of M is positive (negative) denite. Let {Xk } be the sequen e
generated by Algorithm 3.1. Then, limk→∞ kF (Xk )kF = 0.
Theorem 3.1.

Let us now des ribe the residual approa h of the square root balan ed
trun ation algorithm. First, let us prove that the ra lyap method applied to
the Lyapunov equations (3) and (4) onverges to solution of su h equations.
The following theorem establishes this result. Theorem 3.2 says that the
sequen es generated by the ra lyap method when is applied to (3) and (4)
onverges to the ontrollability and observability gramians, respe tively.
Before presenting the proof of Theorem 3.2 is ne essary to onsider the
following elementary result on Lyapunov matrix equations.

Let M be a real n by n matrix and let δ(M) be the set of
eigenvalues of M . Then the following statements are true:

Proposition 3.2.

i) The Lyapunov equation (5) has an unique solution for every hoi e of
Q if and only if ν + µ 6= 0, for all ν, µ ∈ δ(M).
ii) If M is stable, and Q is symmetri positive (semi)denite, then the solution of the Lyapunov equation (5) is symmetri positive (semi)denite.
Assume that the system (1) is ompartmental. Let {Xk } be
the sequen e generated by ra lyap method. Then the following hold:

Theorem 3.2.

i) If ra lyap is applied to (5) with M = A and Q = BB T , then the
sequen e {Xk } onverges to the ontrollability gramian Wc .
ii) If ra lyap is applied to (5) with M = AT and Q = C T C , then the
sequen e {Xk } onverges to the observability gramian Wo .
Proof. We begin by proving that A is a stable matrix, i.e., all eigenvalues of
A have negative realP
part. Sin e A is a ompartmental matrix, then aii < 0,
aij > 0 (i 6= j ), and ni=1 aij ≤ 0, for i, j = 1, . . . , n. Thus, by Gers hgorin's
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Theorem, all eigenvalues of A are lo ated in one of the losed dis s of the
omplex plane entered at aii and having the radius

ρj =

n
X

aij < |ajj |;

j=1
j6=i

in other words, for ea h eigenvalue ω of A there is j su h that |ω − ajj | <
ρj < |ajj |. Therefore, sin e ajj < 0, all eigenvalues of A have negative real
part, that is to say, A is a stable matrix.
Proof of i). Sin e A is a stable matrix, then ν + µ 6= 0, for all ν, µ ∈ δ(A).
Therefore, for M = A, by Proposition 3.2 the equation (5) has an unique
solution. Also, sin e BB T is positive semi-denite, then the unique solution
of (5) is symmetri positive semi-denite for the hoi e Q = BB T . Thus, for
M = A and Q = BB T , from Theorem 3.1 and the ontinuity of the mapping
F (X), we obtain that the sequen e {Xk } onverges to the unique solution of
(5). By a similar reasoning we prove ii).
We are now able to present the residual approa h of the square root
balan ed trun ation algorithm. This approa h onsists on using ra lyap
method in Algorithm 3.1 to approximate the ontrollability and observability gramians. This yields a version of the square root balan ed trun ated
algorithm whi h will be referred, throughout the rest of this do ument, as
ra srbt method.

4 Numeri al Experiments
We now present numeri al experiments to show the e ien y of ra srbt
method in the model order redu tion of linear and time-invariant ompartmental systems. In all experiments des ribed here we use Matlab for the
implementation of the methods ra srbt and ra lyap (Matlab odes written by the author are available upon request). All the runs were arried out
on an Intel Core i5 at 2.4 GHz with 8 GB of RAM.
We take error bound = sqrt(eps) ≈ 1.49 × 10−8 as error bound for
balan ed trun ation, that is, the order r of the redu ed model satises the
inequality
2(σr+1 + · · · + σn ) ≤ error bound.
We implement Algorithm 3.1 with the following parameters: k0 = 100000,
αmax = 1/abs(eigs((A+A')/2,1,'sm')) , ρ = 0.9999, σ = 0.5, γ = 10−4 ,
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and α0 = 1, where the Matlab's ode eigs((A+A')/2,1,'sm') obtains the
eigenvalue of magnitude smaller of the symmetri part of A. In Algorithm 3.1,
we take X0 = BB T as initial point for solving the equation (3) and X0 = C T C
for solving the equation (4), and we stopped the pro ess when

kF (Xk )kF ≤ ea + er kF (X0 )kF ,
where ea = 10−14 and er = 10−15 . For the simulation, we take x(0) = 0 as
initial state.
We ompare the performan e of ra srbt with the following Matlab's
pro edure whi h we have denoted matlab bt.
% matlab_bt pro edure
sys = ss(A,B,C,D); % A, B, C and D must be full matri es
[sysb, g℄ = balreal(sys); % Compute balan ed realization
elim = (g<error_bound); % Small entries of g are negligible states
sysb = modred(sysb,elim,'Trun ate');

Here sys = ss(A,B,C,D) reates a state-spa e model obje t representing
the state-spa e equations (1). The fun tion [sysb, g℄ = balreal(sys) (we
use the default values), for stable systems, omputes an equivalent realization
sysb for whi h the ontrollability and observability gramians are equal and
diagonal, their diagonal entries forming the ve tor g of Hankel singular values.
Small entries in g indi ate states that an be removed to simplify the model.
The fun tion sysb = modred(sysb,elim,'Trun ate') redu es the order of
a state-spa e model sysb by eliminating the states found in the ve tor elim
= (g < error bound), using the state elimination method Trun ated. The
full state ve tor x is partitioned as x = [x1 ; x2 ], where x2 is to be dis arded
and the redu ed state is set to xr = x1 + T x2 . Thus, matlab bt pro edure
is an implementation of SRBT algorithm. See [10℄, [9℄, [21℄ for details on the
balan ed realization algorithm used in balreal.
Our rst example onsists on n onne ted water reservoirs (see [23℄ for
details) as s hemati ally shown in Figure 1, where the ompartmental matrix
A = (aij ) is given by
(
P
κ −d2o,i − ns=1 d2is , i = j,
aij =
with dii = 0,
ai d2ij ,
i 6= j,

B = (1/a1 0 · · · 0)T , C = κ(d2o,1 · · · d2o,n ), D = 0, the reservoirs Ri and Rj
are onne ted by a pipe of diameter dij = dji ≥ 0, ai is the base area of the
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reservoir Ri , the dire t ow fij from Ri to Rj is assumed to be linearly dependent of the pressure dieren e on both ends, and κ is a onstant representing
gravity as well as vis osity and density of the medium. In this example xi (t)
represents ll level of the reservoir Ri . We onsider the external inow to
reservoir R1 as the input of the system. The output is given by the sum of
all outows fo,i of Ri through a pipe with diameter do,i .

Fig. 1:

System of n water reservoirs

For illustration, we have onstru ted n reservoirs (see Figure 1) in su h a
way that the reservoir R1 is onne ted to q reservoirs, Ri1 , . . . , Riq , by a pipe
of diameter 1, also those reservoirs are not onne ted to ea h other. In turn,
ea h reservoir Ril is onne ted to gil reservoirs by a pipe of diameter 0.2, and
the gil reservoirs are not onne ted to ea h other. Moreover, for simpli ity
we set ai = 1 and κ = 1. For the numeri
Pl−1 al experiment, we onsider q
reservoirs Ril su h that i1 = 2 and il = k=1 gil + l + 1 for l = 2, . . . , q − 1,
and gil = 300, l = 1, . . . , q , for ea h q ∈ {2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60}. Table 1
displays the obtains results. We report the order of the original system (n),
the order of the redu ed system (r ), and the CPU time in se ond (t pu),
of ea h method. In this table we also report the average simulation time of
the original system (tso), the average simulation time of the redu ed system
(tsr) and the average error

e∗ =

ky(t) − ŷ(t)k
,
ky(t)k
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for 10 inputs u(t) randomly generated with t ∈ [0, 100], where the norm k · k
is dened as
Z 100
1/2
2
kh(t)k =
h(t) dt
≈ sqrt(trapz(t,h.ˆ 2)),
0

the fun tion trapz(t,h.ˆ 2) omputes an approximation of the integral of
h(t)2 with respe t to t using trapezoidal integration, h=(h(t0 ), . . . , h(t100 )),
and t=(t0 , t1 , . . . , t100 ) with tk = tk−1 + 0.1k , t0 = 0. The des ribed notation
is also used in the remaining tables.
n

603
1506
3011
6021
9031

tso
0.64
6.49
38.52
265.92
907.56

matlab bt
r
t pu

1
1
1
1
1

Tab. 1:

tsr
4.09 0.01
51.25 0.01
425.98 0.00
3860.78 0.00
12443.45 0.01

e∗

2.1e-14
5.1e-14
1.2e-13
2.7e-13
3.7e-13

ra srbt
r
t pu

1
2.50
1 12.68
1 47.80
2 313.11
1 596.31

tsr
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.01

e∗

3.5e-14
1.1e-13
1.3e-13
2.7e-13
3.7e-13

Results for the system of n water reservoirs

For our se ond numeri al example we hose the ompartmental networks
of n omponents (see [24℄ for details) where the matrix A = (aij ) is given by

( P
−
k
+
k
, i = j,
ji
oi
j6=i
aij =
with kii = 0,
kij ,
i 6= j,

xi (t) is the quantity (or, on entration) of material involved in ompartment
i at time t, kij xj (t) is the mass ow from ompartment j to i, koi xi (t) is
the sum of all outows ofPompartment i. Further, the external inow of
ompartment i is given by m
j=1 bij uj (t) where uj (t) is the j th input resour e.
For illustration, we onstru t the ompartmental network with n omponents shown in Figure 2. For the numeri al experiment, we onsider a random
ompartmental network in su h a way that kij is uniformly distributed on
the interval (0, 1), the ompartments C1 and C2 have the same input sour e,
i.e., B = (1 1 0 · · · 0)T ∈ Rn×1 , C = (1 1 · · · 1) ∈ R1×n , and D = 0. Table 2
displays the obtains results.
For our last example we onsider the partial dierential equation (PDE)
(see [25℄),
∂x
∂2x ∂2v
∂x
= 2 + 2 + 20
− 180x + f (z, v)u(t),
∂t
∂z
∂v
∂z
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Fig. 2:

Compartmental network of n omponents

matlab bt
r
t pu

tso
tsr
e∗
600
1.15 5
5.21 0.00 3.0e-09
1500 5.98 4 48.91 0.00 3.3e-09
3000 31.11 5 395.63 0.00 3.0e-10
n

Tab. 2:

ra srbt
r t pu

5 2.48
4 12.75
5 52.56

tsr
e∗
0.00 3.0e-09
0.01 3.3e-09
0.00 3.0e-10

Results for the ompartmental network of n omponents

where x is a fun tion of the time (t), horizontal position (z ) and verti al
position (v ). The boundaries of interest in this problem lie on a square
with oppositive orners at (0, 0) and (1, 1). The fun tion x(t, z, v) is zero
on these boundaries. This PDE an be dis retized with entered dieren e
approximations on a grid Nz × Nv . A state-spa e equation (1) of order
n = Nz Nv results from the dis retization. The input ve tor B ∈ Rn×1
of the system orresponds to f (z, v) and is omposed of random elements.
The output ve tor C ∈ R1×n of the system is equated to the input ve tor
for simpli ity, and D = 0. For the numeri al experien e, we take Nz =
Nv = N ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100}. The results for this example are
summarized in Table 3.
We observed that ra srbt has better performan e than matlab bt for
the water reservoirs and the ompartmental networks. But, for PDE example,
the results of Table 3 indi ate that matlab bt has better performan e than
the new approa h. Su h results are onsequen e of the ill- onditioning of
the Lyapunov equations asso iated with the gramians Wc and Wo . This illonditioning negatively inuen es the behavior of ra lyap method, whi h
requires, in this ase, a larger number of iterations and fun tion evaluations,
furthermore, ra lyap gets poor approximations of the gramians, whi h yields
a nal r inappropriate.
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tso
100
0.02
400
0.29
900
2.85
1600 12.71
2500 42.37
3600 124.76
n

matlab bt
r
t pu

5
0.06
7
1.33
8
9.42
9
46.85
10 165.99
10 527.41

Tab. 3:

tsr
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.01
0.01

e∗

8.3e-08
4.9e-08
4.7e-08
3.1e-08
1.3e-08
3.0e-08

ra srbt
r
t pu

5
6
6
6
6
6

tsr
0.12 0.00
3.01 0.01
20.98 0.00
83.35 0.01
264.08 0.00
654.77 0.00
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e∗

8.3e-08
5.8e-07
3.7e-06
1.0e-05
3.5e-05
2.5e-05

Results for the partial dierential equation

5 Final Remarks
In this paper, a residual approa h of the square root balan ed trun ation algorithm for model order redu tion of ontinuous, linear and time-invariante
ompartmental systems is proposed. The new approa h uses the ra lyap
method to approximate the ontrollability and observability gramians in the
square root balan ed trun ation algorithm, that is the step that produ es
a high omputational ost in this algorithm of balan ed trun ation. In the
numeri al examples we note that the CPU time required to ompute the
Cholesky fa torization or the SVD is signi antly less than the time of resolution of the Lyapunov equations. For example, for problems with dimension
n ≈ 3000, the CPU time of the Cholesky fa torization is about 0.22 se onds,
and the CPU time of the SVD is approximately 0.21 se onds, but the CPU
time of the resolution of one Lyapunov equation is about 26.42 se onds.
We annot guarantee that this fa t always happen for any linear and timeinvariant system, but we believe that it is true for linear and time-invariant
ompartmental systems, whose veri ation is an open problem.
The preliminary numeri al results show that ra srbt performs e iently
for the model order redu tion of linear and time-invariant ompartmental systems. Due to its simpli ity, ra srbt is very easy to implement, and, furthermore as ra lyap is a residual algorithm of low storage memory that does
not requires of large matrix fa torizations, the use ra srbt for the model
order redu tion of linear and time-invariant ompartmental systems is attra tive. Of ourse, when the problem is ill- onditioned (e.g., PDE example)
is onvenient to ombine ra lyap with a modern pre onditioning strategy
to improve their performan e (see, for example, Chehab and Raydan [26℄).
The design of pre onditioning strategies for ra lyap is a topi to develop in
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future resear h.
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